Discipline Committee 4 (DC4) – Social Sciences and Humanities –
Panel Specialization
P401 Philosophy, Theology, Religious Studies
All areas of philosophy (including philosophical aesthetics), religious studies and theology. This is an
interdisciplinary panel. Proposed projects must be basic research with non-trivial theoretical results,
publishable in peer-reviewed scientific journals.

P402 Economic Sciences, Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Econometrics
(except Financial Econometrics), Quantitative Methods in Economics (except
Operational Research)
Detailed panel description using JEL classification (https://www.aeaweb.org/econlit/jelCodes.php): all
fields classified in JEL except for M, G, C44, C58, H81-H83, L6-L9, and R3-R4 codes. It seems ideal to
include the JEL code directly in the project proposal. Specifically, the P402 panel accepts basic
research projects in the following research areas (by JEL category): General Economics (A), History of
Economic Thought (B), Mathematical and Quantitative Methods, except for Operations Research and
Financial Econometrics (C except for C44 and C58), Microeconomics (D), Macroeconomics and
Monetary Economics (E), International Economics (F), Public Economics except for Public
Administration (H except for H81-H83), Health, Education, and Welfare (I), Labour and Demographic
Economics (J), Law and Economics (K), Industrial Organisation except for Industry Studies (L except for
L6-L9), Economic History (N), Economic Development, Innovation, Technological Change, and Growth
(O), Economic Systems (P), Agricultural and Natural Resource Economics, Environmental and
Ecological Economics (Q), Urban, Rural, Regional, Real Estate, and Transportation Economics, except
for Real Estate and Trasportation Economics (R except for R3-R4), and remaining Y and Z JEL
categories.

P403 Business and Management Science, Financial Econometrics and
Operational Research
Detailed panel delineation using JEL classification (https://www.aeaweb.org/econlit/jelCodes.php):
fields falling under M and G codes (including Behavioural Finance and Real Estate Markets), C44, C58,
H81-H83, L6-L9, R3-R4 and together with P402 also L1-L5. Panel P403 therefore accepts economically
oriented basic research projects with an undeniable advance of knowledge in one of the following
areas: management science and logistics, operations research (C44), financial econometrics (C58),
financial markets (G1-G2), corporate finance (G3), behavioural finance (G4), public administration
(H81-83), sectoral economics, management and organisation of the enterprise, business informatics
(L, M1-M2), marketing (M3), controlling and accounting (M4), personal finance (M5), urban
economics with emphasis on real estate and transport (R3-R4).
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As outputs of the projects we expect original results published mainly in high quality foreign impacted
journals falling within the fields defining the content of Panel 403.

P404 Sociology, Demography, Social Geography and Media Studies
Sociology: sociological theory and methodology; theory and research in all areas of society, social
processes and changes; economic and political sociology, sociology of politics; social psychology;
sociobiology; socio-cybernetics; sociology of global and local relations, etc.
Demography: ageing and population change; fertility, birth rates, mortality; marriage rates, divorce,
abortion, population health, migration processes; gerontology; population population projections and
forecasts; modelling of population processes; population policy, census.
Social and cultural anthropology: basic research based on social theories and methods and cultural
anthropology, focusing on all the areas covered by these disciplines.
Social geography: spatial organisation of society, population geography, population development,
migration, territorial mobility, socio-cultural structure of population and cultural geography and
geographical aspects of all social, economic and cultural phenomena and processes.
Media studies: theory and research on mass communication and communication research;
establishment agenda setting; visual communication; sociology of media; personal interpersonal
communication (Interpersonal Communications; marketing communications; public relations; media
theory and analysis communication; media and society.
Social Work.

P405 Archeology and Pre-Modern History (until 1780)
Panel P405 accepts projects for basic research in archaeology, ancient history (including related
disciplines such as Egyptology, history of the ancient Near East, etc.), and from ancient Czech,
European and world history (up to 1780; if this time limit is crossed projects that fall more heavily into
older history), auxiliary historical sciences and co-operating natural sciences, if they relate to this time
limit, and if they focus on human history research with an interdisciplinary approach (retrospective
anthropology, archaeozoology, archaeobotany, etc.).

P406 Linguistics and Literature
General linguistics, phonetics, morphology, syntax, semantics, dialectology, lexicology and
lexicography, onomastics, language culture, stylistics, language communication, language
development, etymology, contrastive and contact linguistics, ethnolinguistics and ecolinguistics,
sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, neurolinguistics, formal and mathematical linguistics, corpus
linguistics, speech signal processing, patolinguistics and forensic linguistics; literary criticism, literary
theory, literary history, literary-historical lexicography, textology, editorial studies, sociology of
literature, theory of interpretation, literary comparative studies, literary genealogy, narratology,
reception aesthetics, translation theory.
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P407 Psychology, Pedagogy
Basic research in psychological sciences, pedagogy and kinanthropology: general psychology,
personality psychology, psychological methodology, developmental, social, educational and school
psychology, work and organizational psychology, clinical psychology and health psychology, economic
psychology, sport psychology, forensic psychology, personality psychology, transcultural psychology
and other psychological disciplines. The panel also accepts projects in the field of general or
comparative pedagogy, educational theory, didactics, special education, social pedagogy, etc. The
panel also accepts projects in Kinantropology. For all projects, the emphasis is on the quality of
methodological development with relevant outputs to the basic research.

P408 Juridical Science and Political Science
Under panel P408, basic research projects in the field of legal sciences and political science may be
submitted. The scope of the panel covers all fields of law and political science, including all their
subfields. For legal sciences, this is predominantly all fields of positive law, legal history and legal
theory, as well as related interdisciplinary fields. In the case of political science, these are in particular
the subfields of international relations, security studies, European studies, political geography, political
sociology, etc. For interdisciplinary projects, the research must be at least partly within the scope of
the panel. For all projects, it is expected that their outputs will include, in particular, publications in
peer-reviewed or impacted journals.

P409 Art Sciences
Panel P409 addresses basic research projects related to the sciences on the arts; in particular,
architecture and visual arts, visual culture are of interest, Dramatic arts, film, music, aesthetics (if artrelated), new media arts and audiovisual production.

P410 Modern History (since 1780) and Ethnology
Basic research in the following areas: modern history, contemporary history, history 19th and 20th
century, political, economic and social aspects of history, methodology and historiography, history of
science, modern cultural history, cultural studies, ethnology and ethnography (on the territory of our
state, Europe and the world). For projects whose temporal scope extends before 1780, it is crucial
that the greater part of the chosen time period (project topic) falls within panel P410.
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